We read with interest the article published by Blum and Giacomel, describing the low-cost dermatoscope designed using a mobile phone, immersion fluid and transparent adhesive tape. The method described by the authors has the advantage that it does not require any magnifying device \[[@b1-dp0601a08]\]. We earlier described a technique where a low-cost jeweler's loupe can be used as a dermoscopy device \[[@b2-dp0601a08]\], and a modification of this where the loupe can be attached to any mobile phone and be used for mobile dermatoscopic imaging \[[@b3-dp0601a08]\]. We used a jeweler's loupe with an inbuilt LED lighting system ([Figure 1](#f1-dp0601a08){ref-type="fig"}), and we used alcohol gel as the fluid, which is used to reduce the reflection from the stratum corneum. In our apparatus, too, the imaging is done from a distance without actual contact with the fluid. The loupe is held at a distance of about 5 cm from the skin after a sufficiently thick layer of alcohol gel is applied over the skin ([Figure 2](#f2-dp0601a08){ref-type="fig"}). The technique is not "true" dermoscopy as such, but helps to visualize basic dermoscopic features. Compared to the technique described by Blum and Giacomel \[[@b1-dp0601a08]\], we feel that the magnification actually adds to the quality of the image (and here it is true magnification, not digital zoom). The inbuilt lighting also makes it convenient, as we do not need to be dependent on an external light source or ambient lighting. Jeweler's loupes with inbuilt lights are easily available on online shopping platforms; these devices are quite cheap and it is very easy to assemble this apparatus using just simple adhesive tape. However, our method also has the same disadvantages as in the method described by Blum and Giacomel---focusing the camera is not very easy and there are limitations in analyzing finer details, especially vascular patterns ([Figure 3](#f3-dp0601a08){ref-type="fig"}). Better quality of lighting and adjusting the angle of the light in a jeweler's loupe might further improve the quality of the imaging.

We would like to emphasize that these low-cost techniques are in no way a substitute for standard dermoscopy. All the same, these devices can definitely be used as a cost-effective means for understanding the basics of dermoscopy, especially for trainee dermatologists and medical students. There are probably two main factors which limit the regular use of dermoscopy as a diagnostic tool in many developing countries---one is a relatively lower incidence of skin cancers, specifically melanoma, and the other is the cost. Most standard dermoscopes are not easily affordable for medical students or residents. At the same time, dermoscopy is increasingly being used to aid in the diagnosis in general dermatology, especially trichology. Low-cost techniques, like the one described by us, can help in giving an initial hands-on exposure to residents and medical students regarding the basic physics of dermoscopy and also to understand the dermoscopic patterns of normal skin. More studies with a larger sample size are required to validate the actual effectiveness of these low-cost dermatoscopes vis-à-vis standard devices in the context of actual skin pathology. It would obviously not be prudent to use such a method for triaging in the context of conditions like melanoma.
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